
         UCSKM PUBLIC SCHOOL , BHIWADI 

                HOLIDAY ASSIGNMENT FOR PARENTS 

                 

         

            

                                                                                                Dated -___________ 

Dear Parents,           

Warm greetings.            
 Summer break is a welcome break !!  

Break from fixed schedule, rules and regulations. But freedom brings more responsibility, 

keeping this in mind we have designed theme based assignments to engage you with your ward in 

exploring varied vistas of knowledge and inculcate good habits and moral values in your ward .To 

achieve these you need to spend more time with your ward and motivate them to read newspaper 

daily and at least one book /story book (Hindi / English) of your choice. 

HOLIDAYS HOMEWORK CLASS VI  

Sand and sun, summer has begun. Enjoy, relax and rest in an organized manner 

to recharge your energy before coming back to school  

Theme- Save water (HOMEWORK FOR EVEN ROLL NUMBERS ) 

English – Bravia holiday package – Write a paragraph on steps taken to save 

water. Activity 1 to 5 and unseen passage 1-5. 

HINDI: जल संरक्षण ऩर एक ननबंध ललखिए |  

Maths– 1. Three pipes take 60 mins to water the field. How much time it will take 

to water the field with 6 pipes? (Write three more such word  problems on your 

own and solve them) 

Computer – Save Water – create a word document with heading ‘Save Water’. 

Insert appropriate pictures then write any 10 suggestions to save water. Take print 

out.                                                      

Science – Save water- Make a poster on ‘Save water’                                                                

S.St – Save Water- On the map of India show some states which are facing severe 

water crises and write some measures to save water.                                          

Sanskrit : Save water - 



Theme- Save Environment (HOMEWORK FOR ODD ROLL NUMBERS ) 

ENGLISH: Bravia holiday package – Write a paragraph on steps taken to save 

Environment. Activity 1 to 5 and unseen passage (1 to 5) 

HINDI: ऩर्यावरण संरक्षण ऩर 50 शब्दों में एक अनुछेद ललखिए | 

MATHS: One farmer plants the trees 130 per day so how many trees will be 

planted in 20 days. (Make three word problem on your own and solve.) 

SCIENCE: Save Environment- Make a poster and slogan on ‘Save environment’.   

SST: Save Environment- Adopt a plant and take care of it during summer vacation 

and write whatever you did for this plant. 

COMPUTER: Save Environment – create a word document with heading ‘save 

environment’. Insert appropriate pictures then write any 10 suggestions to save 

environment. Take print out. 

SANSKRIT: Save environment - 

 ALL THE HOMEWORK HAS TO BE NEATLY DONE IN A SCRAPBOOK. CREATE A 

COVER FOR YOUR SCRAPBOOK. 

    REVISE ALL THE WORK DONE IN THE CLASS FOR YOUR U.T. AFTER THE HOLIDAYS. 
 

 



            UCSKM PUBLIC SCHOOL, BHIWADI 
                  HOLIDAY ASSIGNMENT FOR PARENTS 

                 

         

            

                    Dated -___________ 

Dear Parents,           

Warm greetings.            
 Summer break is a welcome break !!  

Break from fixed schedule, rules and regulations. But freedom brings more responsibility, keeping this in 

mind we have designed theme based assignments to engage you with your ward in exploring varied vistas of 

knowledge and inculcate good habits and moral values in your ward .To achieve these you need to spend 

more time with your ward and motivate them to read newspaper daily and at least one book /story book 

(Hindi / English) of your choice. 

HOLIDAYS HOMEWORK CLASS VII  

Sand and sun, summer has begun. Enjoy, relax and rest in an organized manner to 

recharge your energy before coming back to school 

BAD EFFECTS OF CHEMICALS ON FOOD 

(H.W. FOR STUDENTS WITH ODD ROLL NUMBERS) 

ENGLISH 

Make a poster on bad effects of chemicals present in food. 

Complete Bravia Holiday Package  Activity No. 8,9,10,11,12 

HINDI– हमारे भोजन ऩर ऩड़ने वाऱे रसायनों के दषु्प्रभाव को ऱेकर अऩने छोटे भाई को ऩत्र लऱखें | 
MATHS: If 3 gram of chemicals are added in 1 kg of food items, then how many grams of chemicals will be 

added in 4.5 kg food items. Also, convert it into percentage. Also solve the following questions :- 

1. A green grocer had a profit of Rs. 47 on Monday, a loss of Rs. 12 on Tuesday and loss of Rs. 8 on 

Wednesday. Find his net profit or loss in 3 days. 

2. Taking today as zero on the number line if the day before yesterday is 17 January. What will be the date 

3 days after tomorrow? 

3. Write the pair of integer whose product is -16 and there lies seven integers between them (excluding the 

given integers). 

4. What is the product of 5/129 and its reciprocal. 

5. Find the value of 0.02964 ÷ 0.004. 

SCIENCE 

Write the names of some fertilizers, pesticides and weedicides which are being used these days in crops in 

our Country. Also write about the health hazards caused due to manifestation of these chemicals in our 

body. Draw a food chain and explain how the concentration of chemicals increase at each step of a food 

chain. 

SOCIAL STUDIES 

1. What are the bad effects of chemicals on food and on our health? 

2. How can you reduce the use the chemicals? Also give some alternatives of chemical fertilizers. 

COMPUTER 

Create a document in MS-Word with heading “Bad effects of chemicals present in food”. 

1. Create a table with following format : 

 

Chemicals found in food Harmful effect of chemical on health 

  

  



2. Write about any 10 chemicals. 

3. Apply formatting such as page border, font style, font color etc. 

4. Take print out and paste it in fair notebook. 

SANSKRIT :  

 

RAIN WATER HARVESTS 

(H.W. FOR STUDENTS WITH  EVEN ROLL NUMBERS) 
ENGLISH 

Write an article on Rain Water Harvesting (100-150 words). 

Complete Bravia Holiday Package  Activity No. 8,9,10,11,12. 

HINDI –  ननबंध लऱखखए बाररश के ऩानी का संग्रहण | 

MATHS - 

Draw any four figures of solid shape in which water can be collected in order to conserve water. Also write 

the formula of volume of solids. 

Sums for Revisions 

1. A green grocer had a profit of Rs. 47 on Monday, a loss of Rs. 12 on Tuesday and loss of Rs. 8 on 

Wednesday. Find his net profit or loss in 3 days. 

2. Taking today as zero on the number line if the day before yesterday is 17 January. What will be the date 

3 days after tomorrow? 

3. Write the pair of integer whose product is -16 and there lies seven integers between them (excluding the 

given integers). 

4. What is the product of 5/129 and its reciprocal. 

5. Find the value of 0.02964 ÷ 0.004. 

SCIENCE 

 What is Rain Water Harvesting. Explain it with the help of a diagram. Compare this method of water 

conservation with the others adopted in older times. Discuss how it can be effective in cities also for 

conserving water. 

 

SOCIAL STUDIES 

List the states of India where there is a severe need of Rain Water Harvesting. Also show those states on a 

Map of India. Which techniques are used for Rain Water Harvesting in different parts of India. 

 

COMPUTER 

Create a document in MS-Word with heading “Rain Water Harvesting”. 

1. Write meaning and  ten benefits of Rain Water Harvesting. 

2. Prepare a list of countries who are using this method to conserve water. 

3. Apply formatting such as page border, font style, font color etc. 

4. Take print out and paste it in fair notebook. 

SANSKRIT : 

 ALL THE HOMEWORK HAS TO BE  NEATLY DONE IN A SCRAPBOOK. CREATE A COVER FOR  

YOUR SCRAPBOOK. 

 REVISE ALL THE WORK DONE IN THE CLASS FOR YOUR U.T. AFTER THE HOLIDAYS. 

 



UCSKM PUBLIC SCHOOL, BHIWADI 

                           HOLIDAY ASSIGNMENT FOR PARENTS 

                 

            Dated -___________ 

Dear Parents,           

Warm greetings.            

Summer break is a welcome break !!  

Break from fixed schedule, rules and regulations. But freedom brings more responsibility, keeping this in mind 

we have designed theme based assignments to engage you with your ward in exploring varied vistas of 

knowledge and inculcate good habits and moral values in your ward .To achieve these you need to spend more 

time with your ward and motivate them to read newspaper daily and at least one book /story book (Hindi / 

English) of your choice. 

HOLIDAYS HOMEWORK CLASS VIII  

Sand and sun, summer has begun. Enjoy, relax and rest in an organised manner to recharge your energy 

before coming back to school 

THEME:-  Breakfast : Key to good health (HOMEWORK FOR ODD ROLL NUMBERS ) 

ENGLISH- Write a paragraph on ‘Importance of Breakfast for our good health’. Complete Bravia Holiday Package  

Activity No. 8,9,10,11,12 

S.ST:-  Make a Diet Chart of crops and cereals according to the Indian Soil which are Key to good health. 

हहिंदी :-  अच्छे स्वास््य के लऱए नाश्ता जरूरी है - ववषय ऩर दो लित्रों के बीच सिंवाद लऱखिए। 

              

MATH:-   Find out the calories and total cost of some food items like 2 apples,1\2 litre milk, 1 egg,2 banana for each 

member of your family .Draw the calorie bar graph for each member. 

Revision work:  

1. Find ten rational numbers between 1/5 and1/7 . 

2. The sum of three consecutive multiples of  11  is  363  Find these . 

3. The difference between two whole numbers is  66 .  The ratio of the two numbers is 2 : 5.What are the two 

numbers? 

4. Solve 7x + 7/2 =  3/2x – 18 . 

5. Solve  11x – 2 ( 5x -6) = 4( 3X – 1 ) +52 

SCIENCE:- Write three breakfast  menu. Describe these on the basis of nutritional and calorific values . 

COMPUTER:- Create  a document  in MS WORD with the heading ‘Breakfast : Key to good health „ . 

Create a table of healthy foods , at least 15. Apply formatting such as – page border, font style , color etc. 

 

 

 

3. Take a printout and paste in holiday’s homework notebook. 

ससं्कृत –   

S .NO Item for breakfast        Nutritional value 

 1 Cornflakes Rich in vitamin 



                        

“THE EDUCATIONAL VALUE OF TELEVISION” (HOMEWORK FOR EVEN ROLL NUMBERS) 

ENG:- Write a paragraph  on the topic ‘My favourite educational programme on T.V’ . 

            Complete Bravia Holiday Package Activity No. 8,9,10,11,12 

हहिंदी –      ननबिंध लऱखिए - लिऺा िें टेऱीववजन का बढ़ता उऩयोग । 

MATH:- Find the percentage of  Hindi and English news channels on your television .Find the percentage of watching 

news  in one day(24 hours) . 

  Revision work:  

1. Find ten rational numbers between  1/5   and  17 . 

2. The sum of three consecutive multiples of  11  is  363  Find these . 

3. The difference between two whole numbers is  66 .  The ratio of the two numbers is 2 : 5 .What are the two 

numbers ? 

4. Solve 7x + 7/2 =  3/2x – 18 . 

5. Solve  11x – 2 ( 5x -6) = 4( 3X – 1  ) +5/2 

SCIENCE:- Write about one wild life sanctuary .Its details along with pictures with  the help of  National  Geographic 

Channel . 

S. ST:- How does T.V  enhance social ,economical ,cultural and emotional skills and values  in a child ?Explain . 

COMPUTER:-  Create  a document  in MS WORD ,with the heading  „THE EDUCATIONAL VALUE OF 

TELEVISION‟ 

Then create a table ----Make a list of at least  15 T.V. programs which have learning values . 

S. NO. NAME OF T.V. PROGRAMME  LEARNING VALUES 

1. KBC IMPROVES G.K. 

 

ससं्कृत –  

 

 ALL THE HOMEWORK HAS TO BE  NEATLY DONE IN A SCRAPBOOK. CREATE A COVER  

FOR YOUR SCRAPBOOK. 

 REVISE ALL THE WORK DONE IN THE CLASS FOR YOUR U.T. AFTER THE HOLIDAYS. 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 


